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INTRODUCTION 

In this issue of the FraudAction Quarterly Newsletter, we present research from the recent quarter that 

reveals new trends or items of special interest in the sections On the Fraud Front, Phishing Fashions, and Trojan 

Trends.  

Our quarterly global detection statistics are presented in Malware Variants and Phishing Attacks.  

In Case You Missed It lists the reports that were sent out over the last six months, so that you can look up 

reports that you may have missed.  

Are you familiar with our latest offerings? 

RSA FraudAction Cyber Intelligence (FACI) is a service that provides targeted research and reports on a 

wide range of cybercrime attacks that facilitate identity theft, emerging threats and fraud trends.  

The FraudAction Cyber Intelligence team continuously observes cybercrime threat sources to gather intelligence 

and deliver it to your organization. Monitoring open-source and closed deep web sources, RSA diligently analyzes 

intelligence picked up by our sensors and reports it in a swift, easily consumable fashion. With years of 

experience in the intelligence space, RSA's researchers often directly engage with cybercriminals to uncover 

further information about specific methods of operation and reveal emerging attack tactics. FACI offers: 

 Intelligence on a wide range of underground services that facilitate identity theft and cybercrime, 

identifying emerging threats and fraud trends. 

 Identifying cash out and cross-channel exploits targeting your organization(s) worldwide. 

 Uncovering mule accounts and items drops. 

 Revealing underground stores selling compromised online banking and payment card accounts. 

 Enabling coordination of sting operations to reveal infrastructure sources used by cybercriminals to launch 

attacks. 

In recent months, FraudAction Cyber Intelligence has detected 1,402,810 compromised credit cards and 93,000 

compromised accounts in the underground, and over 200 ‘mule’ bank accounts and item drop addresses 

RSA FraudAction 360 offers a complete threat management service that provides proactive detection and 

mitigation of cyber threats such as phishing, Trojans and mobile rogue apps. Additionally, customers can gain 

deeper insight into emerging threats with intelligence reports and data feeds that provide deep visibility into the 

cybercrime underground. The service includes: 

 Threat Detection and Alerts: Proactively preventing fraud attempts through early attack detection and real-

time alerts identified via a broad partner network and active scanning of tens of millions of URLs. 

 Mitigation and Site Shutdown: Reducing the financial impact of cyber threats through rapid shutdown of 

infection points, command and control sites, and drop zones worldwide. 

 Forensics and Credential Recovery: Extensive forensic analysis provides organizations with additional 

intelligence insights including compromised personal information, email drop accounts, and specific IP 

information showing where an attack was launched. 

 FraudAction Blocking Network. Preventing and blocking access to identified phishing sites and malware 

infection, drop, and update points. 

To keep up with the latest developments and discoveries, follow us on Twitter: @rsafraud  

and explore our new re-launched website: rsa.com/en-us/products-services/fraud-prevention 

  

https://www.rsa.com/en-us/products-services/fraud-prevention/fraudaction-cyber-intelligence
https://www.rsa.com/en-us/products-services/fraud-prevention/fraudaction-360
http://twitter.com/RSAFraud
https://www.rsa.com/en-us/products-services/fraud-prevention


 

ON THE FRAUD FRONT 

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT - THE GROWTH OF CYBERCRIME IN SOCIAL MEDIA 

At the latest RSA Conference, we released a special white paper that reported on our research into the use of 

social media by hackers and fraudsters around the world, research that was at least six months in the making. 

This white paper reveals the exponential growth in volume and visibility of fraud activities on social networking 

platforms, much of it occurring “in plain sight”.  

Some of the key findings include:  

 We identified over 230,000 unique members in over 500 groups participating in cybercriminal activity; 

over half of those on Facebook alone.  

 We identified over 15,000 payment cards posted on the different groups.  

 Though card-related fraud was the number one activity (over 53%), what surprised us was finding 

cybercrime offerings that are normally only found in deep-web venues (such as malware, hacking tools and 

DDoS/spam bots), being publically and freely posted on the social networks.  

 Our research allowed us to get a glimpse into the social makeup and operations of the different fraud 

communities, and to examine the structure and affiliations within each community and between 

communities. 

To read the full report, go to: blogs.rsa.com/hiding-plain-sight-growth-cybercrime-social-media/ 

A follow up report (Hiding In Plain Sight - Part 2), describing cybercrime in social media venues in Russia and 

China, was recently released to our customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1: The most 
popular fraud 
activities found on 
Facebook 

http://blogs.rsa.com/hiding-plain-sight-growth-cybercrime-social-media/


 

DOUBLE YOUR INVESTMENT – SWINDLE THE BANK 

The following fraud tutorial was traced by our analysts in an underground French speaking fraud forum. The 

fraudster describes a method for defrauding a bank using social engineering manipulation techniques. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fraudster Method 

Prerequisites: 

 Prepare your own bank account and a checkbook for that account 

 Prepare a second account registered with a false identity 

Procedure: 

1. Prepare a few checks, written for a credible amount (less than €5,000), sign them with a fake signature, 

and deposit them in the second account. 

2. Withdraw the money from the second account. Do it quickly, to avoid being “burned”. 

3. File a complaint at your bank about a stolen check or a lost checkbook - call the banker and make the guy 

very nervous, shocked (good social engineering will work here like a charm). Take your time - the time limit 

for resolving a complaint is more than 3 weeks. 

4. Congratulations! You receive a refund of the missing money to your account. 

Tips and comments:  

 This method CANNOT be used multiple times. 

 You must have insurance for the means of payment. 

 From my personal experience - I have seen this tutorial in the past, but didn't dare to do it until I thought 

of a credible scenario. I followed the steps in the tutorial above. I have a friend with a second fake account, 

so less hassle for me. Two weeks later, my friend returns with an envelope containing €6,000! I called my 

banker immediately, and got the guy completely confused and upset... I told him that I can't find my 

checkbook, and after verifying in my account balance, 3 days later, the €6,000 reappeared in my account! 

Figure 2: Swindle 

your bank 



 

HOW TO SCAM YOUR HOME INSURANCE COMPANY 

The following brief tutorial on how to scam your home insurance company was traced by our analysts in an 

underground French speaking forum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fraudster Method A: 

1. Check the weather forecasts - look for alerts of very strong winds. 

2. Report to your home insurance agent a water leak from your roof. 

3. Send the agent a repair quote for less than €1200 for minor repairs to the roof, so that the insurance won’t 

send an expert themselves. 

4. Obtain a certified document (later refundable) from a weather website or station stating that there were 

strong winds on that day in your area.  

5. Use Photoshop to modify the listed wind speed in the document to at least 110 km/hr. 

6. You will receive the insurance money within 7 days. 

Fraudster Method B: 

1. Report an electricity power outage to your insurance agent. 

2. Provide a fake invoice for a high capacity freezer and a fake invoice for the purchase of very expensive 

fresh food. 

3. The insurance company will pay you according to a fixed price per liter corresponding to the capacity of the 

freezer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3: Scam 
your home 
insurance 



 

PHISHING FASHIONS 

MULTIPLE CHOICE ON THE FLY PHISHING KIT 

RSA forensic analysts recently investigated a Phishing campaign targeting customers of banks in India that 

customizes the attack to the victim, and creates the appropriate Phishing kit directory on the fly.  

The Phishing campaign presents potential victims with a ‘decoy’ cover page from the official Government of India 

Income Tax Department, and prompts the victims to select their bank from a drop-down list containing at least 6 

major Indian banks. If the bank is not listed, the victim can select “other”, and is redirected to a Reserve Bank of 

India page with a more complete list of banks. 

Once the victim selects their bank, the Phishing kit mechanism creates a new folder at a URL that is determined 

on the fly, and fills that folder with contents that correspond to the selected bank, containing pages that closely 

resemble the bank’s website, and are used to request the confidential information from the victim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4: India 
Income Tax 
Department entry 
page 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phishing Kit Mechanism 

The initial entry point is a frame URL that resembles the path: 

http://hijacked_website/incometaxin/gov.in.php 

This outer frame triggers an unpacking script located at another remote site, and reveals the unpacked attack.  

The dropper-unpacker script (beta.php) downloads the kit (usually named complete.zip) from the remote URL, 

and unpacks it in random directory. 

The unpacking script directory structure looks like this: 

 

beta. 

 

 

Where beta.php is the unpacking script, complete.zip is the main kit, and robo.txt is a log file that keeps a record 

of the last unpacked directory. 

The script (beta.php) receives the following commands: 

getlink –lists the available directories, unpack the complete.zip in a random directory based on that scan, and 

redirect activity to there. 

Figure 5: RBI 
portal entry page 



 

delete –deletes the latest unpacked attack directory.  

The script receives commands using the cmd parameter. For example:  

http://url/dir/dir/beta.php?cmd=getlink 

 

 

 

getlink actions: 

 Builds the array of writable directories (usually 2 parent directories above the script location) 

 Downloads the main kit if needed (the contents of complete.zip) 

 

 

 

 Unpacks an additional zip (incometax.zip) and PHPs from the downloaded zip in a random directory based 

on the scan 

 Makes sure the new URL with unpacked attack kit is live, and redirects to it triggering index.php 

index.php unpacks the incometax.zip in the newly created random directory – this is where the attack will 

actually sit, and redirects to it. This is the end of the unpacking operation. 

logout.php deletes the attack’s directory: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

  

Figure 6: Script 
that deletes the 
operative directory 



 

Phishing Attack Initialization 

The attack begins with the indexx.php script – which displays the Government of India Income Tax Department 

page shown above. The victim’s bank selection from the opening page is submitted to login.php which then 

redirects to the appropriate corresponding directory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the victim is inside the fake banking site, and submits their personal information, that information is 

gathered and transmitted by email to the drop email addresses discovered in this kit: 

zuresh22@gmail.com 

mark.davidsonx@yahoo.com 

 

 

 
  

Figure 7: Login.php 
script 



 

Below are some examples of the data sets the Phishing kit attempts to collect, each is tailored to the particular 
bank selected by the victim: 
 

------------Bank A -------- 

Customer ID       

Password        

Card Number              

Expiry Date              

CVV2 /VBV                

ATM PIN                  

Date of Birth            

Secure Code/ Visa          

Email                    

Mobile                   

--------Created by ICE------ 

 
--------------Bank B---------------- 

Card Number              

Password1            

Password            

Card number           

Card Type                

Expiry Date              

CVV2 /VBV                

ATM PIN                  

Date of Birth            

Mailing Address Pincode  

Mobile                   

Email address       

IP         

---------------Created By ICE------------ 

 

  



 

 

-------------------------Bank C -------------------------- 

Card Number              

Expiry Date              

CVV2 /VBV                

ATM PIN                  

Date of Birth            

Secure Code/ Visa        

Mobile                   

Email        

IP 

----------------------Created By ICE--------------------- 

 

Finally, the victim is asked to enter their mobile phone number, and receives an SMS message with a link for 

downloading an Android app – iMobile.APK, which is actually a malicious mobile malware app, described in the 

next section - Mobile Malware Distributed by Phishing Campaign.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 8: Script for 
sending SMS with 
mobile malware 
link 



 

TROJAN TRENDS 

MOBILE MALWARE DISTRIBUTED BY PHISHING CAMPAIGN 

In the last stage of the Phishing attack described above, victims that entered their mobile phone number, receive 

a text message (SMS) that contains a shortened URL link for downloading the iMobile.APK mobile malware file to 

their phone. 

The shortened URL: 

http://goo.gl/ln2Jvh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APK Properties 

The table below describes the basic properties of the APK sample that was analyzed by our team. 

Application Property Details 

MD5  f806ea61a25392b7990006ad7f6c2541 

File Type APK 

File Size 472.62 KB 

File Name iMobile.apk 

Package Name org.mobilesis.mobile 

Version Name 1.0 

Minimum SDK 

Target SDK 

min 10 

target 23 

Risky Behaviors  Takes advantage of unused permissions 

 Send, receive, read, and modify a multi-part text based SMS 

 Sends a text based SMS 

 Utilizes Java reflection – to obfuscate some of the app’s actions 

 

  

Figure 9: APK 
download 
prompted by the 
Phishing attack 



 

Android Permissions 

Once opened and installation is initiated, the app requests the following permissions in the phone:  

Permission Name Threat Level Description 

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE normal Allows applications to access information about networks 

CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE normal Allows applications to change network connectivity state 

GET_ACCOUNTS normal Permissions for direct access to the accounts managed by the 

Account Manager. Allows access to the list of accounts in the 

Accounts Service 

INTERNET DANGEROUS Used for permissions that provide access to networking 

services or other related network operations. Allows 

applications to open network sockets. 

READ_PHONE_STATE DANGEROUS Allows read only access to phone state 

READ_SMS DANGEROUS Allows application to read SMS messages 

RECEIVE_SMS DANGEROUS Allows application to monitor incoming SMS messages, to 

record or perform processing on them 

SEND_SMS DANGEROUS Allow application to send, receive, or read an MMS. Allows 

application to send SMS messages 

 

Communication 

The application attempts to communicate with the following URL and IP address: 

http://sweetsignatures.com/wp-content/themes/twentyfifteen/rciv.php (sub-directory is offline) 

184.106.55.65 (offline) 

 

The Sweetsignatures.com website is a legitimate food business website in the USA that is apparently being 

abused by the owners of the mobile malware, who are using the site to distribute the APK. While the main site is 

still live, the directories and IP address used by the malware are currently offline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

The rciv.php script relays the harvested data from the infected phones to an SQL database that is stored on an 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) hosting site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Our analysts also discovered the main shell directory of the malware app: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 11: Shell 

directory 
containing 
resources for the 
malware app 

Figure 10: 

RCIV.php script 



 

APK Code  

Hard coded phone number - While investigating the APK code, our analysts noticed a phone number that is 

hard-coded into the application: 

+917042743239 

This phone number appears to be a mobile number from the Uttar Pradesh (W) & Uttarakhand regions in 

Northern India. 

Java Reflection - Our analysts discovered that the APK utilizes Java Reflection during its operation, a method 

that is used to obfuscate some of its actions by making calls to Java classes indirectly. 

 

Suspected Threat Actor IP Addresses 

Based on web access logs retrieved from the host sites, our forensics analysts identified a number of IP 

addresses that apparently are the threat actors involved in the attacks: 

41.190.3.48 (Nigeria) – this IP address accessed the files slide.php and swf.php in the shell 

directory 

41.190.2.87 (Nigeria) – this IP address accessed the shell directory 

105.101.109.246 (Algeria) - this IP address accessed a suspicious PHP script 

 

 

  



 

MALWARE STATISTICS 

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF TROJAN FAMILIES 

The table below shows the distribution of various Trojan families responsible for attacks on entities worldwide in 

Q1 2016, as detected by the RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center (AFCC). Zeus (-11%) dropped somewhat in global 

share, but continued to monopolize the global arena. Qakbot (+18%) rose to take 2nd place globally, and Citadel 

(-8%) fell into 3rd place. Pony Stealer (+7%) and Vawtrak (+9%) rose to take 4th and 5th places. Note that Mobile 

Malware and Ransom Ware have reappeared on the scene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOP TROJAN-HOSTING ISP 

The chart below shows a proportional view of the ISPs to have hosted the largest number of Trojan 

communication resources in Q1 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Zeus, 30% 
Qakbot, 23% 

Citadel, 16% 

Pony Stealer, 13% Vawtrak, 11% ISR Stealer, 4% 

Mobile Malware, 2% 

Ransom Ware, 1% 

HostGator, 7% 

Bluehost, 7% 

Host1plus, 7% 

Virpus, 7% OVH France, 4% HK Telecom, 4% DA International Group, 

2% 
Vinasterisk, 2% 

Esoterica, 2% 

Novotelecom, 2% 

Format-TV, 2% 

Go Daddy, 2% 

Others, 51% 



 

PHISHING STATISTICS 

In Q1 of 2016, RSA recorded a total of 240,520 Phishing attacks in the global market. This volume represents a 

66% rise over the previous quarter, and a 92% rise over Q1-2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GLOBAL PHISHING ATTACK VOLUMES 

In Q1 of 2016, the U.S. maintained its position as the most attacked country, with 71% of global phishing 

attacks. Canada was in 2nd place, India in 3rd place, the UK in 4th place, Spain in 5th place, and Netherlands and 

South Africa shared 6th place. The remaining countries absorbed the other 2%, each suffering 1% or less of the 

attacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

125,006 126,797 130,946 
144,694 

240,520 

Q1-15 Q2-15 Q3-15 Q4-15 Q1-16

United States, 71% 

Canada, 9% 

India, 8% United Kingdom, 7% Spain, 2% Netherlands, 1% South Africa, 1% 

Others, 2% 



 

TOP COUNTRIES HOSTING PHISHING  

In Q1 2016, the U.S. maintained the top position, hosting 40% of global Phishing attacks. The Netherlands held 

2nd place, China held 3rd place, the UK in 4th place, while the Colombia, France, Germany, Russia, Poland, and 

Hungary all shared 5th place. The remaining countries’ ISPs hosted the 16% of the world’s Phishing attacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOP ISPS HOSTING PHISHING 

In Q1 2016, HostGator ranked first among the hosting ISPs, Bluehost was in 2nd position, GoDaddy held 3rd place, 

as Exabytes Network, Arvixe, and Amazon shared 4th place. The remaining ISPs accounted for 50% of the global 

Phishing volume, each one hosting 1% or less of the attacks. 

 

 

 

 

  

United States, 62% 

Netherlands, 3% 

United Kingdom, 3% Germany, 3% Russia, 2% Malaysia, 2% France, 2% Singapore, 2% 

Poland, 2% 

Canada, 2% 

China, 2% 

Others, 16% 

HostGator (US), 24% 

Bluehost (US), 15% Go Daddy (US), 5% Exabytes Network 
(MY), 2% 

Arvixe (US), 2% 

Amazon (US), 2% 

Others, 50% 



 

TOP REGISTRARS HOSTING PHISHING 

In Q1 2016, FastDomain leads the chart, eNom is in 2nd place, Public Domain Registry is in 3rd place, Tucows is in 

4th place, Go Daddy, Universo Online, and Wild West Domains share 5th place, and Name.com, Nic.ru, Hichina, 

Network Solutions, and Dattatec share 6th place. 

The remaining registrars contributed the additional 40% of attack domain registrations. 

 

 

 

 

  

FastDomain (US), 14% 

eNom (US), 10% 

PDR (US), 9% Tucows (CA), 8% Go Daddy (US), 3% Universo Online (BR), 

3% 
Wild West Domains 

(US), 3% 

Name.Com (US), 2% 

Nic.ru (RU), 2% 

Hichina (CN), 2% 

Network Solutions 

(US), 2% 

Dattatec (AR), 2% 

Others, 40% 



 

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT 

A summary of all the reports we sent out to customers in recent months. 

Report File name Synopsis 

TR151008 Fraudsters Take an Interest in 

Advanced Cash 

A fraudster recommends Advanced Cash e-currency service as a 

vehicle for cashing out BTC anonymously 

TR151029 Chip and Pin Card Writing 

Software For Sale 

Initial investigation into a new phenomenon of EMV cloning 

software offered for sale in the underground. 

TR151102 Cashing Out UK CC via FairFX 

Account 

Fraudster tutorial on monetizing stolen UK credit card data via an 

online financial service.  

TR151111 Cashing Out Bank Checks to an 

ATM 

Fraudster tutorial - creating forged bank checks and monetizing 

them via services that allow cash withdrawals at an ATM 

TR151115 EMV Counterfeiting Software for 

Sale in the Underground 

Our continued investigation of EMV cloning software offered for 

sale in the Spanish speaking and Brazilian underground. 

TR151130 Cashing Out SIM Cards Monetizing airtime on a SIM card via various online services. 

TR151220 Merchandise Refund Scam via 

Barcode 

A fraudster tutorial based on swapping barcode labels on high 

value merchandise, and cashing out via merchandise return 

refunds. 

ATS_151220 Dynamic Analysis of CoreBot 

(Malware Report) 

Dynamic analysis of new stealer/banking Trojan CoreBot that first 

appeared in Aug. 2015, reappearing in December. 

TR160127 Fraudster Recommends Online 

CC Checker 

A fraudster advertises a website for CC checking in social media 

groups 

TR160201 Online CC Checker Publicized in 

Indonesian Forum 

A fraudster in an Indonesian forum advertises a website for CC 

checking 

TR160207 Online CC Checker and Cashout 

via Stripe API 

A fraudster publicizes an online CC Checker and a method for 

abusing the Stripe API key to enable fund transfers and cashout 

TR160209 Abusing Online Funds Transfer 

for UK CC Cashout 

A fraudster offers a tutorial for cashing out UK credit cards with 

VBV via WorldRemit.com funds transfer service 

TR160210 Fraudster Tutorial - CC Cashout 

via Online Gaming Site 

A fraudster offers a tutorial for cashing out credit cards via the 

WilliamHill.com gaming and lottery website. 

TR160215 French Fraud Tutorial - CC 

Cashout via Fashion Site Gift Cards 

A fraudster in a French underground forum offers a cashout 

scheme that abuses gift cards of an online fashion retailer. 

TR160228 CC Checking via Graphic Design 

Site 

Indonesian fraudster offers a tutorial for checking the validity of 

stolen credit card data via a graphic design website. 
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ABOUT RSA 

RSA’s solutions help organizations execute advanced cyber defense strategies that reduce the risks of operating in a digital world. 

Through visibility and analytics, RSA solutions give customers the ability to detect, investigate and respond to advanced threats; 

confirm and manage identities; and ultimately, prevent IP theft, fraud, and cybercrime. For more information on RSA, please visit 

www.rsa.com. 

ABOUT RSA FRAUDACTION 

RSA FraudAction is a managed threat intelligence service which provides global organizations with 24x7 protection and shutdown 

against phishing, malware, rogue mobile apps and other cyber attacks that impact their business.  Supported by 150 analysts in 

RSA’s Anti-Fraud Command Center, the RSA FraudAction service analyzes millions of potential threats every day and has enabled 

the shutdown of more than one million cyber attacks. 
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